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EO 70: PREPARING THE GROUND FOR
SUSTAINABLE PEACE
By DENNIS F. QUILALA, MA
In the termination of the peace negotiations with
the Communist Party of the Philippines/New People’s
Army/National Democratic Front (CPP/NPA/NDF),
Malacanang opted for a policy of localizing the peace
talks. The policy has been murky until the signing of
Executive Order 70 (EO 70) that called for the
institutionalization of the whole-of-nation (WON)
approach to inclusive and sustainable peace. The paper
argues that EO 70 is preparing an environment that

would allow sustainable peace in the Philippines. There
will be some challenges in the process but by learning
from cases that have attempted to adopt the approach,
the paper would also offer recommendations.
Peace is one of the priority areas of the Rodrigo
Duterte administration. In his first State of the Nation
Address, Duterte declared a unilateral ceasefire with
CPP/NPA/NDF. In addition, political prisoners were
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released, and left-leaning personalities were appointed
in the cabinet. As a former student of the Communist
Party of the Philippines founder Jose Maria Sison and a
self-confessed socialist, observers thought that the
Duterte administration was different from the previous
administrations that have terminated peace talks with
the CPP/NPA/NDF.
In the Philippine Development Plan 2017-2022, a
just and lasting peace is recognized as a foundation of
sustainable development. As such it called for the
signing of peace agreements with armed groups and
of developing communities vulnerable to armed
conflict. In the National Security Policy 2017-2022, the
government acknowledged that while the CPP/NPA/
NDF’s numbers have gone down from the 1980s, it
continues to have support from the poor. It vows to
pursue negotiations with the group despite the
challenges. In February 2017, Duterte called for an “allout-war” against the CPP/NPA even though back
channelling talks were ongoing.
Four rounds of peace talks were conducted, two
in Oslo, one in Rome, and one in Amsterdam.
Government announced five unilateral ceasefires and
the CPP/NPA declared four unilateral ceasefires. Two
rounds of peace talks were cancelled because of various
issues which included the declaration of martial law in
Mindanao, the failure of the release of political
prisoners, attacks on companies and the collection of
revolutionary tax. Attacks against the government,
including the Presidential Security Group were also
concerns of Duterte.
In November 2017, Duterte terminated the peace
negotiations with the CPP/NPA/NDF. According to
Proclamation 360, the government is committed to a
just and lasting peace but the “NDF-CPP-NPA failed to
show its sincerity and commitment in pursuing genuine
and meaningful peace negotiations as it engaged in acts
of violence and hostilities, endangering the lives and
properties of innocent people”.
On 5 December 2017, using Republic Act 10168
or the “Terrorism Financing Prevention and Suppression
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Act of 2012”, the CPP/NPA was declared a terrorist
group. He ordered the Department of Foreign Affairs
to publish the declaration to prevent the financial
support to the group. Prior to this, Duterte has been
calling the CPP/NPA as a terrorist group.
There was a proposal from the Executive branch
to localize the peace talks. An example of such local
peace talks effort is Davao City’s Peace Committee (DCPeace) which was constituted by Davao City Mayor
Sarah Duterte. It became a development task force
called Peace-911 after Duterte declared the CPP/NPA a
terrorist organization. In July 2018, Presidential
Spokesperson Harry Roque enumerated the guidelines
for an executive order on the conduct of localized peace
talks namely: 1) it is “nationally orchestrated, nationally
directed, and locally supervised”, 2) compliant to the
constitution and sovereignty should not be
compromised, 3) it will cover the NPA and the militia
ng bayan, 4) in ceasefires, public order and safety will
not be compromised, 5) there will be full amnesty
package, 6) it will not include agreements on coalition
governments, revolutionary taxes, extortion, arson,
violence, 7) the NPA will remain in predesignated
encampments, and 8) must be consistent with the
Philippine Development Plan and Philippine
Development Program. He also enumerated the four
possible types of peace talks namely: localized peace
talks with a third party, community dialogue, local peace
package, and confidential dialogue. A month later,
Roque said that in a cabinet meeting in August 2018,
the guidelines were already approved and an executive
order will soon come out. Without the document, it
would have been difficult for local chief executives to
initiate localized peace talks. Moreover, it would have
been against the guideline that it should be under a
program that is “nationally orchestrated, and centrally
directed”. The closest executive order that came
thereafter was E0 70.

WHOLE-OF-NATION APPROACH
EO 70 is a declaration of the government’s
commitment to the WON approach in establishing
inclusive and sustainable peace. The executive order
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does not define the WON approach but it does give a
description of what needs to be done in order to achieve
inclusive and sustainable peace.
This is not the first time that the WON approach
is used by the Philippine government. In the Internal
Peace and Security Plan-Bayanihan (IPSP-Bayanihan) of
the Armed Forces of the Philippines adopted during the
Benigno Aquino administration, the WON approach was
used as one of the two strategic approaches to “win
the peace”. IPSP-Bayanihan defines the WON approach
as “a natural progression and enhancement of the
previously enunciated ‘whole of government’ approach
to internal security.” It continues “[w]hile the latter only
highlights the roles to be played by the various national
government instrumentalities, the Whole of Nation
approach presupposes that ordinary citizens and the
entire Filipino nation are active contributors to internal
peace and security.” In this definition, the WON
approach is compared to the whole-of-government
approach. The whole-of-government approach only
aims to bring together government agencies to address
issues. It has been used during the Gloria Arroyo
administration. For example in Executive Order 546, the
Philippine National Police (PNP) has been directed to
help the Armed Forces of the Philippines against the
“Communist Terrorist Movement” to ensure “sustained,
consistent, integrated and coordinated” efforts. The
WON approach goes beyond the government
institutions and would involve ordinary citizens and
other actors in the Philippines.

The WON approach is also compared to the
military approach. In the Joint Communique of the 50th
ASEAN Foreign Ministers’ Meeting held in Manila, the
WON approach is going to be adopted against
extremism, radicalization, and terrorism. According to
the Communique, the WON approach is opposed to
the purely military approach to extremism,
radicalization, and terrorism. The WON approach would
include “preventive education, involvement of women
and youth and civil society, promotion of peace,
tolerance, respect for diversity and moderation as a
counter-narrative, and more effective use of more
effective measures in preventing the misuse of internet,
social media and cyber space”. In this characterization
of the WON approach, the variety of activities that could
be used against extremism, radicalization, and terrorism
is highlighted. It implies that a military approach has a
few or limited options for actions against extremism,
radicalization, and terrorism.
According to EO 70, the WON approach “addresses
the root causes of insurgencies, internal disturbances
and tensions, and other armed conflicts and threats by
prioritizing and harmonizing the delivery of basic
services and social development packages by the
government, facilitating societal inclusivity, and
ensuring active participation of all sectors of the society
in the pursuit of the country’s peace agenda”. In the
same document, the social development packages
would be focused on conflict-affected areas and
vulnerable communities.
The WON approach has similar characteristics with
the systematic approach pursued by the Arroyo
administration. In Executive Order 3 of Arroyo, the
systematic approach to a comprehensive and enduring
peace is aimed at resolving the “root causes of the
armed conflicts and social unrest, transformation of
Philippine society to one characterized by justice,
equity, tolerance, harmonious pluralism, and full
respect for human rights”. The comprehensive peace
process being pursued in EO 3 is based on the Three
Principles of the Peace Process and the Six Paths to
Peace that were espoused by the National Unification
Commission led by the late Haydee Yorac.
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National Task Force to End Local Communist
Armed Conflict
EO 70 puts the responsibility of implementing the
WON approach to the National Task Force to End Local
Communist Armed Conflict (NTF-ELCAC). The NTFELCAC is an office placed under the Office of the
President. It is chaired by the President and the National
Security Adviser will serve as Vice Chair. The members
of the NTF-ELCAC are the secretaries of the Department
of Interior and Local Government, Department of
Justice, Department of National Defense, Department
of Public Works and Highways, Department of Budget
and Management, Department of Finance, Department
of Agrarian Reform, Department of Social Welfare and
Development, Department of Education, the
Presidential Communications Operations Office, the
Director General of the National Economic and
Development Authority, the Director General of the
National Intelligence Coordinating Agency, the Director
General of the Technical Education and Skills
Development Authority, the Presidential Adviser on the
Peace Process, the Presidential Adviser for Indigenous
People’s Concerns, the Chief of Staff of the Armed
Forces of the Philippines, the Director General of the
Philippine National Police, the Chairperson of the
National Commission on Indigenous Peoples, and two
representatives from the private sector. The current
Executive Director of the Task Force is the Chairperson
of the National Commission of Indigenous Peoples. The
NTF-ELCAC will be supported by a National Secretariat.
EO 70 directs all government offices to provide the
NTF-ELCAC with all the support it requires. “The private
sector, non-government organizations and other
stakeholders are encouraged to participate in all peacebuilding programs, plans and activities, in the
implementation of the Framework.” The convergence
is expected not only among the different government
agencies but also with other stakeholders.
In the IPSP-Bayanihan, the WON approach is
envisioned to achieve the goals of peace and security
with collaborations among different government
institutions, non-governmental stakeholders and the
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local communities. Based on the composition of the
NTF-ELCAC, there seems to be a focus on the
convergence among governmental institutions. The two
representatives from the private sector may not be able
to represent the larger society that needs to be involved
in ending the armed conflict. The NTF-ELCAC is more
of a whole of government institution rather than a WON
institution. An explanation for the predominance of
government agencies in the NTF-ELCAC is that the
members could be easily mobilized compared to the
other stakeholders outside of government. If the goal
is to just have institutions that can be easily mobilized,
how is the NTF-ELCAC different from the cabinet that
the President also presides over?

There is an advantage in opening the membership
of the NTF-ELCAC to other stakeholders. To include
influential representatives from the NGO community,
the academe, and the different sectors is to ensure the
mobilization of their constituencies against the armed
conflict. Representatives from the organization of
provincial governors, municipal and city mayors, and
of barangay officials may also be included to easily
harmonize the implementation in their levels. The NTFELCAC could also include representatives from the local
communities which for the IPSP-Bayanihan’s conception
of WON approach is necessary. They will be important
sources of information from the ground.
It may not be enough to just encourage other
stakeholders to participate. They may be too busy to
be involved in a “security” matter. They may feel that
they are not equipped to handle such issues. According
to the IPSP-Bayanihan “peace and security are
indivisible, efforts towards their attainment must be
shared by all.” Stakeholders must be convinced that this
is their responsibility. The IPSP-Bayanihan also cautions
that this is not simply burden sharing.
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However, if it happens that they get encouraged,
EO 70 lacks the information on how other stakeholders
may be involved. It lacks mechanisms where
stakeholders can participate. There may also be other
complications if ever the NTF-ELCAC gets more
inclusive, would representatives of other stakeholders
get to decide or be part of the decision-making? What
would be the weight of the voice that will be given to
these stakeholders? The IPSP-Bayanihan states that the
WON approach is a shared responsibility among
different stakeholders who creates a shared concept
and understanding of security. If stakeholders are
expected to participate in ending armed conflict, they
should be allowed to participate in shaping a shared
understanding of peace and security.
In the Department of Interior and Local
Government Memorandum Circular (DILG-MC) No.
2019-125, the inclusion of other stakeholders is
reiterated. “Give major stakeholders – community,
government civil society (sic) to include the local
communist armed groups – the opportunity to take part
in solving and providing solutions to the causes of
“unpeace” within the local governments’ area of
jurisdiction”. It seems that in the local level task forces,
it should be expected that there will be more
stakeholder participation. If it gets implemented in the
local level, the national level institutions should also
reflect the WON approach. Stakeholder participation
is crucial in the WON approach. Without significant
stakeholder participation, the stated WON approach
would just be a whole of government approach.

National Peace Framework
The powers and functions of the NTF-ELCAC
according to the EO are “a. [w]ithin six (6) months from
the issuance of this Order, formulate and start to
implement in coordination with relevant national
agencies, LGU’s, the civil society and other stakeholders,
a Whole-of-Nation approach-driven National Peace
Framework (Framework); b. ensure inter-agency
convergence in the implementation of the Framework
in conflict-affected and -vulnerable communities; c.
enlist the assistance of any department, bureau, office,

agency, or instrumentality of the government, including
LGUs, government-owned or -controlled corporations
(GOCCs), and state universities and colleges (SUCs), in
accordance with their respective mandates, in the
implementation of the Framework; d. evaluate, define,
modify or integrate policies, programs and activities
contained in the Framework; e. organize ad hoc interagency and multi-sectoral clusters, councils,
committees and groups in national, regional and local
levels, or modify existing ones, whenever necessary, to
fulfil its mandates; f. develop strategic communication,
advocacy, and peace constituency plans in case of
ceasefire, as well as capacity-building measures, to
enable local chief executives and local peace bodies to
engage and facilitate local peace engagements or
negotiations and interventions; g. review the mandates
and functions of offices undertaking peace efforts to
avoid duplication of functions and programs, and
submit its recommendation/s to the President for
approval; h. as may be necessary, issue supplemental
guidelines, protocols or policies in furtherance of this
Order; i. recommend to the Office of the Presidential
Adviser on the Peace Process projects and conflictedaffected areas where the PAyapa at MAsaganang
PamayaNAn Program may be implemented, subject to
the provisions of the General Appropriations Act; and
j. perform such other duties and functions as the
President may direct.”
Nine months after the signing of EO 70, a WON
approach-driven National Peace Framework has not
been crafted. The National Peace Framework is the
blueprint that needs to be implemented in
communities. According to EO 70, the National Peace
Framework “shall contain principles, policies, plans and
programs that will bring inclusive and sustainable
peace, and address the root causes of insurgencies,
internal disturbances and tensions as well as other
armed conflicts and threats in identified areas.”
Moreover, the National Peace Framework is supposed
to respond to local needs and reflect the realities in
the communities. It will also provide a mechanism for
localized peace engagements, negotiations or
interventions “that is nationally orchestrated, directed
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and supervised, while being locally implemented.” This
delay would have implications on the goals of EO 70.
The way the National Peace framework is
formulated will be crucial in achieving sustainable and
inclusive peace. It requires an excellent analysis of the
conflict that would identify the “root causes” of the
conflict. It will also define how the Duterte
administration through the NTF-ELCAC will be
implementing its policy. The National Unification
Commission had the experience in formulating a
national policy on peace. It was created through
Executive Order No. 125 during the Fidel Ramos
administration to define the peace policy of his
administration. The formula the National Unification
Commission came up with is the Three Principles of the
Peace Process and the Six Paths to Peace. The three
principles are “(1) a peace process must be community
based, reflecting the sentiments, values and principles
important to all Filipinos…defined not by government
alone, nor by the different contending armed groups
only, but by all Filipinos as one community”, “(2) [a]
peace process seeks to forge a new social compact for
a just, equitable, humane and pluralistic political
society…where all individuals and groups are free to
engage in peaceful competition for predominance of
their political programs without fear, through the
exercise of rights and liberties guaranteed by the Bill of
Rights, and where they may compete for political power
through an electoral system that is free, fair and
honest”, and “(3) [a] peace process seeks a principled
and peaceful resolution of the armed conflicts, with
neither blame nor surrender, but with dignity for all
concerned.” The six paths are “(1) [p]ursuit of social,
economic and political reforms to address the root
causes of the armed conflicts and social unrest; (2)
[c]onsensus-building and empowerment for peace; (3)
[p]ursuit of peaceful, negotiated settlement with rebel
groups; (4) [i]mplementation of programs for
reconciliation, rehabilitation and reintegration of excombatants and civilian victims of the armed conflicts;
(5) [a]ddressing concerns arising from continuing armed
conflict; and (6) [b]uilding and nurturing a climate
conducive to peace.”
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The National Unification Commission framework
was formulated by conducting national consultations,
local consultations, consultations with the rebel groups,
and the consultations of different sectors. It argued that
the peace process should not be defined by the
government nor the rebel groups alone but should
include all Filipinos as one community. This description
of the peace process and the way the National
Unification Commission framework was formulated
follows the WON approach. It recognizes the roles of
all Filipinos in the peace process.
It would be interesting to know how the National
Peace Framework is being formulated. Does it also
follow the WON approach? Will it conduct national,
local, sectoral consultations? Will it consult the CPP/
NPA/NDF? If it aims to address the root causes of armed
conflicts, what are its identified root causes? How would
they justify the identification of those root causes? If
the National Peace Framework is not yet available after
the six months given to the NTF-ELCAC by EO 70, it must
be because the identification of the root causes and
the formulation of principles, policies, plans and
programs to address them would take time if they
would also take a WON approach to the process.
However, as already mentioned, it would have
implications on its implementation.
The National Peace Framework ought to be
“responsive to local needs and sensitive to realities on
the ground.” This is an important aspect of EO 70. The
communist insurgency is led by a national leadership
but on the ground, its members are moved by different
realities. The communist ideology in the Philippines is
defined by the national understanding that the
Philippines is “semi-feudal and semi-colonial” but the
situation in the islands vary. The multinational
companies operating in Mindanao may be more salient
to rebels in Mindanao than the land issues in the
Visayas. The mining issue in the north of Mindanao may
be more important than the agricultural companies in
the Davao region. This is true for urban and rural issues
faced by the rebels in their respective locales.
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There will be an interesting dynamic in defining
the “national” in the National Peace Framework and
the importance of the “local” as the National Peace
Framework wants to be responsive to the local needs
and sensitive to the realities on the ground. The
National Peace Framework cannot offer a peace
formula applicable to all locales. EO 70 states “the
Framework shall include a mechanism for localized
peace engagements or negotiations and interventions
(sic) that is nationally orchestrated and supervised,
while being locally implemented.” It is important that
there will be an institution that orchestrates and directs
the mechanism of the Framework. Could the national
government orchestrate and supervise all the different
peace engagements? The NTF-ELCAC is a new office and
to be able to do the orchestration and supervision, it
should have people who are adept and who are
experienced. This also begs the question, should the
institutional expertise of the Office of the Presidential
Adviser on the Peace Process help in these roles? Why
should it be relegated to its role as just a member of
the NTF-ELCAC? EO 70 mandates the NTF-ELCAC to
review the mandates of other offices. If this is done,
then the duplication of roles between the Office of the
Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process and NTFELCAC may be avoided. If the review would also include
a revisit of the concept of the National Unification
Commission’s comprehensive peace process, then
maybe there would be a discovery of the commonalities
between the National Peace Framework and the
principles and paths to peace of the comprehensive
peace process.
It is also clear that the “local” will implement the
mechanism. Who is the local? Is it the provincial
government, municipal government, the barangay
government or the purok officials? Would it be the local
non-state groups? Would these local governments or
the non-state groups have the capacity to implement a
complex term as peace? Will there be a need for training
for local governments to implement the mechanism?
Are the locals merely seen as implementers? One of
the functions of the NTF-ELCAC is the training of the
local chief executives but it is also important that other

local actors be included in the training. EO 70 for
example is being discussed among government officials
but the citizens are excluded from the information
campaign on EO 70. A WON approach demands that
everyone gets to know EO 70 and gets to participate in
its implementation.
It is important that the “locals” should have a say
in defining the National Peace Framework and the
mechanism that will be implemented in their localities.
These would also need training and might take a longer
time. However, if there is local ownership, it is possible
that the peace will be more sustainable. Local
ownership means that the locals find the mechanism
as important in their everyday life such that it is
something that they will be willing to work on. If it is
something that is just dictated to them by the powersthat-be, then there might be compliance, but will it be
sustained by the implementers?
It is important that the “mechanism” for localized
peace engagements, negotiations and interventions
should also be crafted using a WON approach. If there
is just going to be one mechanism, it is more important
to include as many actors to create such a mechanism.
If however, it will be just the guidelines or general
principles, then a well-represented WON approach
would be enough. Given that the issues on the ground
vary, instead of a singular “mechanism”, the NTF-ELCAC
may consider various “mechanisms” that would cater
to the local needs of the implementers. Moreover, it is
possible to have one “mechanism” that could be flexible
enough for local implementation.

Institutionalization
An institution is a set of rules that endure. While
the concept of the WON approach is not new to
Philippine government, EO 70 is important in reiterating
that the WON approach is key to resolving the armed
conflict. In the IPSP-Bayanihan, there is a confession
that the Armed Forces of the Philippines could not by
itself resolve the conflict and therefore a multi-faceted,
multi-pronged, multi-stakeholder approach would be
necessary. In EO 70, the same confession could be
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found: inclusive and sustainable peace can be achieved
by “recognizing that insurgencies, internal disturbances
and tensions, and other armed conflicts and threats are
not only military and security concerns, but are
symptomatic of broader social, economic and historical
problems, such as poverty, historical injustice, social
inequality, and lack of inclusivity, among others”. It is
important that these approaches to peace be reiterated
so that it can endure (and therefore institutionalized).
While we recognize that it is not a purely military
concern, the military still plays an important role in
peace and order. This process will hopefully normalize
the military’s role and gradually prepare the Philippine
National Police to play a more significant role in antiinsurgency campaigns.
The broader issues mentioned in EO 70 are social
and political concerns that institutions in the national
and local levels have to address. The importance of the
WON approach in resolving local armed conflict is in its
recognition of the responsibilities of the national and
local governments in addressing the social and political
issues being used by the CPP/NPA/NDF to undermine
government and recruit personnel. It is easier for the
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CPP/NPA/NDF to do its job when they can point out to
people how the government is not doing its job. While
general policies and national concerns are the
jurisdiction of the national government, the Local
Government Code of 1991 has given local governments
a lot of roles in addressing the concerns of citizens. It is
therefore important to institutionalize the WON
approach in the local levels of governance in the
Philippines. Local governments in the Philippines are
crucial in delivering basic services and public goods, in
providing voice to people in governance, in the
supervision of the other government agencies, and in
ensuring security.
In an ideal world, with how the government was
designed to work, the political and social grievances of
the people would be resolved by the proper agencies.
This is truly the WON approach. The institutionalization
of the WON approach is necessary because the design
is not working or there are parts that are not working.
Again, the role of local governments in this ideal set-up
would be necessary. To illustrate this, the cases of Bohol
and Davao Oriental may give light on how the WON
approach could help in resolving local armed conflict.
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Bohol and Davao Oriental
Bohol and Davao Oriental had governors that
acknowledged the link between poverty and local
armed conflicts and development and peace. Both cases
used a development approach in achieving peace. The
two cases had to mobilize resources in order to fund
their respective development agendas. This required a
WON approach because they had to work with national
and international agencies so that they could tap their
resources and services for the needs of the poorest
barangays and puroks. This also required the provincial
governors to work with municipal governments and
barangay governments for the implementation of the
projects. Civil society groups were included in local
government bodies and were given roles in their
development agenda. What is interesting with the two
cases is how they encourage the people to coordinate
with the relevant government agencies when it comes
to security issues.
They have also worked closely with the military
and police for various reasons. The development teams
that immerse in poor areas are secured by the military.
The governors and the military have mechanisms where
they can share information. This is important because
the governors have their own sources of information
and the military would also have its own sources.
Together, they are able to cover much more ground
than when they work separately.
The experience of Bohol and Davao Oriental in
conflict resolution is claimed to be the templates for
EO 70. It is therefore important to know what happened
in these two cases in order to implement EO 70
efficiently.

Conclusion
It is an important reiteration that the five-decade
armed struggle by the CPP/NPA cannot be resolved by
the Armed Forces of the Philippines. The military
approach to the insurgency has its advantages but the
gains through this approach need to be sustained. It
can only be sustained with the help of the whole of

government and of other societal actors including
individuals.
EO 70 prepares the ground for an inclusive and
sustainable peace. It rallies almost all government
agencies towards the goal of ending the communist
local armed conflict. This is important when a
developmental approach to peace is taken. A
convergence of these government agencies both local
and national would allow the maximization of resources
in communities where the rebels are perceived to have
strong influence. The cases of Bohol and Davao Oriental
showed that this is possible especially when they work
closely with the military. Moreover, the local
governments should not only be seen as implementers
of a national government initiative. They should be seen
as the crafters of their own peace. The activities would
be more sustainable if there is local ownership among
the local governors. Also, the interventions would be
more appropriate if they are designed by the locals
themselves.
The challenge for EO 70 would be how to make it
more inclusive such that non-state actors and citizens
would be able to contribute to the process. It should
not only encourage them to participate or to provide
token seats to the NTF-ECLAC. If the WON approach is
to be taken seriously, the crafting of the National Peace
Framework should involve more non-state actors. This
would mean that the planning for interventions should
be coming from the people themselves as they are the
recipients of the government programs.
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DEFEATING THE
COMMUNIST INSURGENCY
By ENP EULOGIO R MANRIQUE MNSA CESE
Like many other provinces in the Philippines,
Marinduque has its own experience of the communist
insurgency. Local residents, especially those in interior
barangays, were affected by the Communist Party of
the Philippines-New People’s Army (CPP-JPA) rebellion.
To date, thirty-four provinces in the Philippines have
been officially declared free of communist insurgency,
Marinduque being one of the 34.

This article presents the series of events leading
to the eradication of the communist insurgency in
Marinduque. The events presented here are those that
took place from the 1996 Marcopper Mining Incident,
to the start of the insurgency in 2002, to the
counterinsurgency campaign beginning in 2004, and to
the official declaration of Marinduque as an insurgency-

This article was originally published by the author with the same title in NDCP. Katiwasayan Journal (August 2015).
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free province in 2009. Also presented in this article is
how the province of Marinduque has sustained its
insurgency-free status over the last six years, specifically
showing what strategies were used by the province to
retain such a status.

Start of the Insurgency
On March 24, 1996, millions of metric tons of mine
tailings funneled into the Boac River system through a
leak in a tunnel. The spill caused rapid and massive
flooding, and Barangay Hinapulan was buried deep
under mud water, affecting almost all of its residents.
The incident destroyed the entire ecosystem of the 27kilometer long Boac River, which has since been
declared as dead (Manrique, 2014).
The events after the 1996 Marcopper Mining
Incident in the province of Marinduque. From 1997 to
2000, the CPP-NPA and the National Democratic Front
(NDF) used the Marcopper disaster as a form of
propaganda to agitate the local population and to gain
support. Between 2001 and 2002, the CPP-NPA had
established an armed group in Marinduque, composed
of Samahang Yunit Propaganda (SYP) Arman and
Samahang Yunit Propaganda Bonifacio. In 2002. a
CAFGU member was killed by the CPP-NPA-NDF in
Barangay Hinapulan. In 2003, the CPP-NPA officially
established a new guerilla front, under Jesus ABetria,
alis “KaKiko.” The CPP-NPA in Marinduque began
attacking AFP, PNP, and other government forces. By
2004, the CPP-NPA had gathered enough strength to
conduct extortion activities as well as ideological,
political, and organizing works (Philippine Army 74th
Infantry Battalion, 2005).
There were reports of abusive military behavior
towards civilians in the past. The military personnel
would intimidate local residents, and the presence of
the soldiers became counterproductive. Abusive acts
of the military were among the grounds of the CPPNPA-NDF in starting the insurgency in Marinduque,
particularly in the hinterlands. In the past, military
operations yielded few good results (Maling, 2006).

Counterinsurgency Campaign
From 2004 to 2008, the Local Government Units
(LGUs) assumed the lead role in the counterinsurgency
campaign, assisted by the PNP and AFP. To give way to
the LGUs, the Philippine Army temporarily stopped its
search and destroy mission (Philipine Army 2nd Infantry
Division, 2010). In October 2004, the LGUs, AFP, and
PNP held symposiums in all six municipalities of
Marinduque (Boac, Buenavista, Gasan, Mogpog, Sta.
Cruz, and Torrijos) to inform the people about the
activities of the CPP-NPA and their atrocities, which
included the killing of a CAFGU member, a resident of
Barangay Hinapulan. The philippine Army also
distributed propaganda leaflets against the CPP-NPA
(Philippine Army 74th Infantry Battalion, 2005).
The CPP-NPA runs its operations and recruitments
on anti-government propaganda (Sison, 2013), so it is
key that the government also uses anti-communist
propaganda. Marinduque used teh anti-communist
propaganda during the symposiums in order to turn
the public mind against the CPP-NPA.
The CPP-NPA before 2005 reached its peak
strength in Marinduque, with around 47 members
(PHilippine Army 74th Infantry Battalion, 2005). After
the symposiums, however, the CPP-NPA never gained
anymore members from the local population in
Marinduque. By 2007, their number was reduced to
four (Philippine Army 2nd Infantry Division, 2010). The
Ugnayang Barangay programs conducted by the
Municipal Governments in 2005 were also crucial.
Because the CPP-NPA projects the government as antipeople, the Ugnayang Barangays were conducted by
the LGUs to reach out to the people.
Before 2008, three of the four remaining members
surrendered, and the last of the four rejoined the CPPNPA in Quezon province. By 2008, Marindique was
already cleared of NPA members. On July 31, 2009, in
the 109th Anniversary of the Battle of Paye in Sitio Paye,
Barangay Balimbing, Boac, Marinduque, the 2nd
Infantry Division under Major General Jorge Segovia
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officially signed a Memorandum of Agreement with the
Provincial Peace and Order Council (PPOC) of
Marinduque. The Memorandum of Agreement officially
turned over the Internal Security Operations (ISO) in
Marinduque to the PPOC.

Good Local Governance
Local governments are crucial in
counterinsurgency. LGUs are more efficient in service
delivery, and they are more familiar with the terrain,
and they are more likely to be trusted by the people.
Officials from LGUs effectively show their dedication
towards the population because the people they are
serving are those they know very well, and the place
is simply their home (Manrique, Mainstreaming
National Security Concept in Local Governance:
Policy Issues on the Local Government Code of 1991,
2014).
During the counterinsurgency campaign, the
Municipal Government of Boac was carrying out good
local governance. The author, being the Provincial
President of the League of Local Planning and
Development Coordinators, took part in the innovations
and development plans of Marinduque. Before 2006,
Boachad a very-much improved Health and Diagnostic
Center. Healthcare in almost every municipality became
free, and more accessible. Countryside Development
became a priority in every municipality in the province.
Farm to Market Roads were being built and potable
water services were being constructed and improved
in every barangays. The LGUs effort towards good local
governance paid off, and every municipality in the
province of Marinduque improved their municipal
income classification.
Social empowerment is also a key factor in the
elimination of the insurgency. The CPP-NPA propagated
that the government does not deliver its services to
the people. In turn, Ugnayang Barangay programs were
carried out in Marinduque bringing the government
closer to the people. These programs ensured the
population that the government’s services are
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accessible and within their reach. Afterwards, the rebel
strength in Marinduque never increased, and eventually
reached zero by 2008.
For its part, the Marinduque Provincial
Government also showed signs of good governance.
The provincial government and teh Congressional office
would provide students with educational assistance,
making tertiary education relatively more accessible.

Conclusions
Marinduque’s eradication of the communist
insurgency largely featured the counter propaganda
techniques of the LGU led-PNP-AFP ISO partnership.
This counterinsurgency campaign turned the public
mind against the CPP-NPA, and weakened and perhaps
eliminated the communist rebels’ recruitment
capabilities. Thus, the CPP-NPA lost any further chance
of increasing its membership in the province. Not long
after, Marinduque was officially declared free of
insurgency.
As was seen in the case of Marinduque, local
government units should take the lead in
counterinsurgency in order to be successful. The
challenge now for Marinduque is to sustain the
insurgency-free status which it earned. As the
Philippines heads towards ASEAN integration, it is
imperative that the internal security threats like
insurgencies should be totally eliminated.
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THE MALAYAN EMERGENCY: ARE LESSONS TRANSFERABLE TO THE
COUNTERINSURGENCY OPERATIONS IN THE PHILIPPINES?
By LTC JO-AR HERRERA INF PA

INTRODUCTION
The British Commonwealth counterinsurgency
approach during the Malayan Emergency of 1948-1960
is considered as a success story with a debate on the
lessons learned: population control and security;
winning hearts and minds; command; and learning
organization (Hack, 2009). This paper explores the
relevance and applicability of the lessons learned visà-vis the ongoing Maoist-inspired insurgency of the
Communist Party of the Philippines-New People’s Army

(CPP-NPA) in the Philippines. While the primary
challenge of this study is the aptness of time and space,
this study embraced the arguments and shreds of
evidence promoted by Karl Hack (2009), David Ucko
(2007), Robert Thompson (1966), and David Galula
(1964) as strictures to elucidate and clarify the
‘hypothesis’ that the subsequent lessons in the Malayan
campaign are transferable to the Philippines context.
This paper will first lay down the framework of
emergency and the British response to the threat.
Second, this essay will extract insights and relevance
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to the Philippine government’s experience in the past
and existing counterinsurgency operations. Third, this
research investigates the useful lessons that are
pertinent to the current counterinsurgency strategy in
the Philippines.

THE MALAYAN EMERGENCY IN CONTEXT
The Malayan Emergency refers to the post-World
War Two counterinsurgency campaign launched by the
British colonial government against the Communist
Party of Malaya (CPM) and its Malayan National
Liberation Army (MNLA). The CPM-MNLA adopted a
united front strategy using political and union activity
in alliance with ‘bourgeois’ parties (Hack, 2009).
Founded in 1930, CPM was composed of mostly
Chinese members, due to its strong psychological and
emotional connections with the China Communist Party
and consequently began a guerilla insurgency and
committed to an independent communist Malaya
(Komer, 1972; Stubbs, 1989). The spread of hostilities
and labor clashes prompted the British to declare a state
of emergency in Malaya on June 18, 1948, after the
assassination of three European plantation managers
in the northern state of Perak and the murder of
Chinese workers in Perak and Johore Baru (Nagl, 2005;
Stubbs, 1989).
On 23 July 1984, the government ruled out the
CPM outlaw including its subsidiary organizations such
as the Min Yuen, a mass support organization drawn
from rural Chinese community (Nagl, 2005). The CPM
gradually and partially mobilized its MRLA composed
of more than 90% Chinese and the rest was minority
Malays and Indians.
In more than two years, the MRLA surged to its
peak of guerillas activity with about 8,000 men with
arms supported by 50,000 strong Min Yuen
(Ramakrishna, 2016). In many ways, the Min Yuen acted
as a logistical network and became the key to CPM’s
campaign against the government (Stubbs, 1989).
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH RESPONSE TO
THE THREAT
The British gradually adapted and evolved
successfully to defeat the growing flood of violence and
trepidation committed by CPM. According to Hack
(2009), three phases composed the strategy: counterterror in 1948-49; clear and hold in 1950-52; and
optimization from 1952-60.
The British adopted a policy of coercion and
enforcement to restore law and order (Stubbs, 1989).
The counter-terror phase involved by area sweeps, mass
detention and deportations, group/collective
punishment and fines, and build-up of security forces
(Hack, 2009). This phase resulted in tactical victory
through combat and battles, but it created numerous
human rights violations occurring in increased
recruitment for the communist.
In applying clear and hold, the resettlement
program separated the insurgents from the people.
Perry Robinson as cited in Komer calls resettlement “the
operational turning point of the emergency.” Lieutenant
General Sir Harold Briggs became the director of
operations responsible for coordinating the activities
of the police, military, and civil administration (Stubbs,
1989) with executive committees at local, state, and
national levels (Hack, 2009). The ‘Briggs Plan’ was to
clear the country by dominating an entire security
apparatus in the population areas to break up the
supporters and sympathizers and isolate the insurgents
from their sources of foods, logistics, and recruits (Nagl,
2005). The plan involved resettlement of 500,000 rural
Chinese into tightly controlled new villages, clustering
of 600,000 isolated laborer’s houses, and unrelenting
military and police operations in the area. Aside from
population control, the government also dominated the
battlespace (Hack, 2009).
The impact of spatial and population control of
the masses provoked more intelligence cooperation
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leading to the insurgent’s inability to conduct
operational success. The British exploited socio-cultural
and religious aspects by changing conditions on the
ground. Demographic segmentation was utilized to
separate the population from an organized and
ethnically homogenous insurgency (Ucko, 2007).
British High Commissioner Sir Gerald Templer
sustained the strategy and actively began to address
political and economic grievances. With the changing
tide, Templer was also the impeccable administrator
to administer the transition from the “clear and hold”
phase to the “optimization” phase, which further
isolated the communists (Hack, 2009). Operational and
organizational innovation impacted the overall
coordination of the efforts among the police and special
branch, military, home guard, intelligence service, and
information services (Nagl, 2005).

Another aspect of optimization was ‘winning
hearts and minds”. This type of activity utilized coercive
and punitive rhetoric and messaging against the
hardcore insurgents while positive messaging exploited
the vulnerabilities and motivations of the population.
The aim was to persuade the people of Malaya to
abandon CPM by threatening to punish those who
aided the insurgents and at the same time helping those
who supported the government the promise of better
socio-economic and security conditions (Stubbs, 1989).

INSIGHTS AND RELEVANCE TO PHILIPPINES’
COUNTERINSURGENCY STRATEGY
Reflecting on the counterinsurgency success in
Malaya, this chapter will answer two queries: Are there
certain parallels with the ongoing Maoist-inspired
insurgency in the Philippines and lessons from the
Malayan emergency that is transferable? Yes, there are
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certain parallels with the Maoist-inspired insurgency in
the Philippines, and there are specific lessons from the
Malayan Emergency that are transferable. The lessons
were categorized into four dimensions: population
control and security; winning hearts and minds;
command; and learning organization.

Population Control and Security
Regulations and minimal reference from courts
guided the population control. The British punished for
unlawful possession of firearms. Imposed detention,
collective fines, warrantless arrest and searches, and
authority to occupy properties (Hack, 2009; Nagl, 2005).
As a consequence, the police arrested 1,000 CPM
members and sympathizers, detained 1,779, and
deported 637 (Komer, 1972).
The population control and security in the context
of Philippines counterinsurgency have inferred into
different time and space. In 1955, President Ramon
Magsaysay defeated communist insurgents (Severo,
2016). Aside from intelligence, military, and police
operations, Magsaysay imposed a pro-people policy
centered on agrarian-led development. The
incorporation of local resettlement projects with
military actions established twenty-two settlement
projects and awarded farmhouses to 8,800 Filipino
families. The program demeaned the insurgent’s cause
and narratives resulting in the surrender of thousands
of communist combatants (Parlade, 2006). Concurring
to Hack (2011), “the key was to hold, occupy, and
administer the space intensively, further intensifying
control during the operations.”
The resurgence of communist insurgency in 1968
magnified the internal security problem of the
Philippines. Today, the CPP-NPA remains the most
enduring and challenging among non-state armed
groups. While population control and security served
as the cornerstone of Malayan success, the ongoing
response towards insurgency provides a unique
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approach and circumstances in a particular time,
demography, and socioeconomic conditions. The
Malayan Emergency is, in context, irreplaceable.
However, the concept of population control and
security can be modified to fit with the current
operational context as evidence in the people-centered
strategy currently implemented by the Philippine
government. The cooperation between government
agencies, police, and the military isolated the insurgents
and cut off their logistics and financial resources.
The integration of development, governance, and
security efforts gained a strong resonance with the
people. The socio-economic intervention consisting of
land distribution, social welfare, housing, and livelihood
had successfully complemented security operations.
Galula (1964) cited that population control is mainly of
a political and an active instrument of operation. An
example of the interplay between the political and the
military action is the role of local government measures
in declaring the CPP-NPA as “persona non grata” in their
localities. The government also implemented a
comprehensive local integration program for yielded
insurgents covering their basic needs such as shelter,
employment, legal support, education, and livelihood.
As a result, the cooperation between government
agencies, police, and military isolated the insurgents
and cut off their logistics and financial resources leading
to the neutralization of 12,017 CPP-NPA members and
supporters in 2018 (“AFP chief vouches for National Task
Force vs insurgency,” n.d.). Relating this to Galula, he
pointed out the importance of the kinetic and nonkinetic approach to secure the population, “The
government must secure and control the local
population to win the war.”

Winning the Hearts and Minds
The combination of the carrot and stick approach
portrayed in the ‘winning of hearts and minds’
campaign tendered a unique condition in time and
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space. Echoing Hack’s observation, “winning hearts
and minds can be misleading,” thus, this lesson is
very distinctive because the contemporary
counterinsurgency strategy requires protecting and
securing the people.
While the Malayan campaign had many
resemblances with the Philippine insurgency, there
were several aspects of the Malayan Emergency that
are extremely diverse and distinctive in its own. In 1955,
Magsaysay’s overall strategy was to integrate local
resettlement initiatives with combat operations and
propaganda. Captured and surrendered guerrillas were
treated well and re-projected as propaganda tools.
Magsaysay’s right hand-left hand policy resonated with
Hack’s (2009) argument, “persuading minds and
winning hearts through the linked application of threat
and inducement, minimum force, political
concessions…”An improved political and socioeconomic condition increased the probability of
support from the people.
The current approach of ‘winning hearts and
minds’ is anchored on CMO doctrine, which combines
civil and military agencies. To guarantee legitimacy and
moral victory, the CMO collaborates with various
stakeholders to address the needs of the population. A
key leader and stakeholder engagements enhanced
partnerships with the people and provided resources
to isolate and deprive insurgents’ vital support,
information, and freedom of maneuver. Galula
emphasized that support from the population is
conditional and necessary. Counterinsurgents must
ensure that people must be won on their side physically,
politically, and psychologically.
The British mobilized a ‘whole of government
approach’ in their propaganda campaign to deny the
support of the Chinese community towards CPM-MRLA.
The community-oriented police, army, and civil
authorities became part of the propaganda’s holistic

Source: historyinphotos.blogspot.com

approach. Like Malayan Emergency’s ‘whole of
government approach,’ the Philippines government has
involved a wide spectrum of the society consisting of
the local government unit leaders, community leaders,
social influencers, and non-government officials in
support of the ‘whole of nation’ approach. The
government also harnessed information operations to
boost key messaging and persuasive narratives in
countering CPP-NPA black propaganda, deception, and
disinformation campaign.

Command
If we compare British High Commissioner George
Templer to President Magsaysay, the latter had a holistic
plan to restructure the armed forces from top to
bottom, removing the crooked and inept officers, and
transforming the role of the military.
Similarly, adopting a political solution to
counterinsurgency efforts, on December 4, 2018,
President Rodrigo Duterte created the national task
force to end the communist armed conflict. It was a
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blueprint for a ‘whole of nation approach,’ to defeat
the communist insurgency (“AFP chief vouches for
National Task Force vs insurgency,” 2019). Thompson
(1966) highlighted that the government must have an
overall plan with a clear political aim.
At the tactical level, the Philippine military has
optimized the Community Support Program (CSP) to
defeat insurgents and help the people to establish a
conflict-resilient community. The CSP is employed at
the squad level with a significant amount of
unconventionality. It is not a stand-alone organization.
Instead, it synchronizes its operations with other lines
of efforts following a chain of command and
commander’s intent. Regarding the British operations,
they dispersed and decentralized small- unit
formations. Ucko (2007) stressed the significance of
distributed operations in the prosecution of the lowintensity military campaign. The CSP employment has
projected the significant impact of maneuverability and
capability to engage the population, collect information,
and achieve a geographical advantage. Adaptation and
innovation in the organization and leadership were
critical to quench the demand for counterinsurgency
operations. Galula argued that “it is just as important
that the minds of the leaders and the men—and this
includes the civilian as well as the military—adapt to
the special demands of counterinsurgency warfare.”

The Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) as
a Learning Organization
According to Laurence (2011), the military
recognized the need for sociocultural knowledge, field
manual update, and formulation of a new policy in
counterinsurgency. It requires concerted organizational
attention and resources. The AFP attempted to
benchmark the Malayan and Vietnam lessons to its
strategy, doctrine, and training from 1980 to 2000. In
2004, when the AFP revisited its doctrine and campaign
models, it had striven to lay a new plan to defeat the
communist insurgents. However, the plan was relatively
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unsuccessful because it missed the very foundation of
the protracted war. The organization has apparently
failed to transform from a war freak mindset to a
people-centric armed force.
In 2011, learning from its lessons, the AFP
endeavored to adapt and innovate by introducing
“Bayanihan” and “Kapayapaan” plans with the
involvement of “whole of society,” in fighting
communist. The AFP has continuously echoed its
faithful observance to the rule of law, uphold of human
rights and international humanitarian law, and act by
the rules of engagement and the use of force. Further,
the organization established a human rights office and
appointed human rights officers in each battalion or
unit (Fabe, 2016). Upholding these tenets are crucial
for the government to preserve the legitimacy of their
cause and maintain the moral high ground as its strategy
in the contemporary world (Baylis, Wirtz, & Gray, 2016;
Thompson, 1966)

CONCLUSION
While the Malayan campaign had many
resemblances with the Philippines insurgency such as
the competition between the insurgent and
government for the support of the people, there were
several factors about the Malayan Emergency that are
exceptionally diverse and distinctive in its own both in
time and space. This paper suggests certain degree and
contextual lessons presumed transferable and relevant
to past and present insurgency in the Philippines.
The concept of population control and security can
be modified into different time and space to fit with
the operational context as evidenced in Magsaysay
policy in 1955 and the current people-centered strategy
of the Philippine government.
The British ‘whole of government’ approach in
winning the hearts and minds echoed in the Philippines
government wide spectrum of the society in support
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of the ‘whole of nation’ approach to win the people. In
the same way, the information operations of today
involve the community and the broader society to
physically, politically, and psychologically contain the
battlespace, which must seek to ‘drain the swamp’ of
community and international support in favor of the
Philippine government and the people. The need for
cultural intelligence as a capability in concert with
information operations is necessary to shape decisionmaking in target communities according to strategic and
national interests.

Galula, D. (1964). Counterinsurgency Warfare: Theory and Practice.
United States of America: Praeger Security International.

The creation of the national task force to defeat
insurgency manifested a unified command, dynamic
leadership, and right coordinating/collaborating
machinery. Counterinsurgency respects the principle of
a single direction. An only leader must direct the
operations from the beginning until the end. The
optimization of CSP employed at the tactical level
bolstered a significant amount of unconventionality to
engage the population, collect information, and achieve
a geographical advantage in support to the strategic
intent and policy.

Nagl, J. A. (2005). Learning to Eat Soup with a Knife?:
Counterinsurgency Lessons from Malaya and Vietnam. Chicago?:
University of Chicago Press, 2005. (Humanities & Social Sciences
Library, On Shelf DS597.N149).

The need for the AFP to become an effective
learning organization is guided by constant adaptation
and innovation to appease the demand for
counterinsurgency operations. Thus, the organization
must continue to evolve and capacitate troops and
organization at all levels.
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THE AFP: STANDING AT THE
VANGUARD OF NATIONAL SECURITY
By Prof. Rosalie Arcala Hall

Source: Philippine Army

By Sen Loren B Legarda MNSA
In the face of calamities and catastrophes, the
Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) stands at the
vanguard of upholding the Nation’s security may it be
man-made or natural disasters. Being one of the first
responders and lead institutions for search, rescue,
retrieval operations, and rehabilitation during times of
disasters, the AFP extends beyond its traditional role
of noble fighters for peace and security to providers of
humanitarian services.
As natural disasters afflict the whole country and
the problem of climate change and its increasing effects
bring more potentially devastating consequences, the
Philippine government is deliberately adopting more

climate change inclusive policies and strategies. In this
regard and in lieu of a number of legal mandates namely
the AFP Modernization Act, Philippine DRRM Act,
Climate Change Act, and the General Appropriations
Act, the AFP has established Humanitarian Assistance
and Disaster Relief (HADR) as part of its core mission in
the AFP Transformation Roadmap 2028
PHILIPPINES AS A COUNTRY NATURALLY PREDISPOSED
TO EXPERIENCING NATURAL CALAMITIES
Being a country commonly exposed to natural
calamities such as typhoons and earthquakes, the
Philippines must not only focus on disaster response

This article was originally published by the author with the same title in NDCP. Katiwasayan Journal (August 2018).
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but more importantly puts greater attention to Climate
Change Adaptation and Mitigation (CCAM) and Disaster
Risk Reduction and Management (DRRM).
Although immediate disaster response efforts
have a significant role in securing lives and minimizing
casualties, CCAM and DRRM policy frameworks and
strategies are anchored on the objective of reducing
risks and building resiliency in institutions and
communities before any disaster strikes. Every effort
under these two vital policy frameworks, therefore,
should be able to address defining elements of
resiliency. As such, the need for HADR may be
minimized and the focus of rescue and relief operations
as well as rehabilitation would be on areas that are most
devastated.
Climate change has been put into great
consideration in Philippine policy formulation with the
evolving thrusts in international policies. Some of these
policies are the Hyoga Framework for Action and now
the updated Sendai Framework for Disaster
Preparedness as well as the ASEAN Agreement on
Disaster Management and Emergency Response
(AADMER).

WORKING TOWARDS A CLIMATE CHANGE-RESILIENT
AFP
Sen. Lorna Regina B. Legarda, who is at the same
time an Air Force Reservist with the rank of LTC, believes
that for the AFP to be able to perform its task of HADP
perfectly, it must first be resilient as an institution
especially in terms of disaster and climate change. As a
legislator and a champion for disaster risk reduction in
the Senate, she has taken on the task of disaster risk
reduction in undertaking various initiatives to address
the deficiency of climate change inclusive policies
within the AFP.
Sen. Legarda advocates for policy reforms to build
national and institutional resiliency by introducing
amendments to the PDRRM Act of 2010 in order to
establish a strategic link between DRRM, CCAM, and
National Security. Creating a policy environment that
supports AFP disaster resilience is the intended
outcome with the proposed policy amendments.
Advocating for additional funding and support for
AFP CCAM and DRRM measures is another initiative of
the Senator. As a first responder institution in times of
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disaster, the AFP shall be allowed to utilize a portion of
its Quick Response Fund(QRF) allocation to utilize a
portion for repair and reconstruction of its own facilities
and infrastructures. This includes installation of facilities
such as rain harvest facility, indigenous power supply
source, other mitigation and adaptation measures, as
well as contingency measures in times of disasters and
emergencies. Currently, problems arise in accessing the
QRF. The nature of the procurement law is stringent
while the QRF guidelines are also restrictive and cannot
be used to address the pre-disaster needs of the AFP.
Finally, the QRF can only be used during and postdisasters, thus, the AFP cannot procure and equip HADR
units using its QRF. These are only a few of the many
initiatives Sen. Legarda aims to advocate for in order
for the AFP to attain greater resiliency.

MAINSTREAMING CCAM AND DRRM INTO THE AFP
TRANSFORMATION ROADMAP

A RESILIENT AFP PROMOTES SECURE COMMUNITIES

As mentioned, the AFP, in lieu of legal mandates,
must adopt DRRM and CCAM into its policies. Further,
in order for AFP to be organized for resilience, these
institutional and administrative frameworks should be
backed up by plans and implementable strategies.

Ideally, the AFP’s operational readiness including
its delivery of HADR, should be anchored on how it is
able to effectively implement adaptation and mitigation
efforts within its own facilities. First and facilities. First
and foremost, the impact of AFI of AFP’S HADR cannot
be overlooked, but disaster mitigation eclipse disaster
response in the sense that it anticipates worst case
scenarios in order to better prepare for potential
catastrophes. As such plans of action are based on the
general idea that “prevention is better than cure”.
Aside from lives, CCAM and DRRM policies are also
put into place to safeguard property like buildings for
example, thus, investment on such property as well as
expenses for rehabilitation will not go to waste.
Damages to property due to natural calamities
especially to military installations will pose the
likelihood of hindering the AFP’s military capabilities.
Should the AFP’s vital military installations be damaged
in times of natural disasters, its military capabilities may
be compromised leaving the Nation’s security being
compromised as a whole. Further, not only would
damage to military installations negatively affect the
AFP’s military capabilities but it would also weaken the
AFP’s HADR capabilities, thus also putting national
security on the line.
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Militaries all over the world have now recognized
climate change as a threat multiplier. Climate change
impacts such as rising sea levels and increasing
occurrences of intensified extreme weather events
among others, have consequent impacts on food
supplies. water security, public health, and the global
movement of people.
One of the important elements our military has
to keep up with is the trend of other foreign militaries
in adopting sustainable practices and building standards
or their installations and facilities. In order to emulate
this, a police environment that would support this is
crucial.


The AFP Modernization Act (RA 7898, as
amended by RA 10349)
Under the AFP Modernization Act, the AFP is
mandated to protect the Filipino people not only from
armed threats but also from the ill effects of life
threatening and destructive consequences of natural
and manmade disasters and calamities, major accidents
in inaccessible terrain, and from all forms of ecological
damage. Currently, the AFP does not have an
Institutional DRRM Plan and Climate Change Plan
despite the fact that the PDRRM Act and GAA mandate
this. The inclusion of DRRM CCAM plans in the AFPTR
shall be treated as an opportunity to create a basis of
funding crucial mitigation and adaptation efforts with
the AFP’s facilities.

Philippine Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Act (RA 10121)
AFP is a member of the NDRRMCwhose functions
include policy-making, coordination, supervision,
monitoring, and evaluation of government DRRM
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activities. The PDRRM requires the AFP to participate
in the country’s DRRM efforts. Further, as a member of
the NDRRMC, the AFP is mandated to have its own
DRRM Implementing Plan, Manual of Operations, and
EOC unless it is exempted by the NDRRMC. The AFP is
also required to designate a focal officer for DRRM.


Climate Change Act (RA 9729)

The NDRRMC, including the AFP as its member,
coordinates and establishes partnership with the CCC
to increase efficiency and effectiveness in reducing the
people’s vulnerability to climate-related disasters under
the mandate of the Climate Change Act. A framework
to operationalize climate change adaptation and
disaster risk reduction and management integration
should also be formulated by the CCC together with
the NDRRMC as mandated by the IRR of RA 9729. The
CCC and NDRRMC must closely coordinate policies
relating to climate change and DRRM to increase
efficiency and effectiveness in reducing the people’s
vulnerability to climate related disasters,



General Appropriations Act, FY 2017

As a government agency, the General
Appropriations Act, FY 2017 requires all government
agencies including the AFP to construct rainwater
collection facilities and implement programs and
activities designed to enhance CCAM and DRRM at the
national and community level such as simply adopting
energy-efficient lighting and other energy efficient
measures.
CONCLUSION
Military involvement in disaster response has been
more prominent especially in developing countries.
With today’s circumstances surrounding climate
change, militaries now are not being considered only
as a “last resort” in HADR as is the norm in the past.
The AFP has now made disaster relief an important part
of its program. It now offers rapid response, medical
assistance, logistic support, air traffic response, aid
distribution, protection, and recovery.
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However, disaster response is only a part of the
bigger picture of DRRM DRRM should be viewed
holistically; therefore, policy formulation should be
seen from the perspective of prevention, mitigation,
and adaptation.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?
Sen. Legarda suggests that adopting an AFP
Resilience Scorecard will provide a set of metrics upon
which the AFP may base specific measures and actions
it needs to frame. Having this management tool will
provide a benchmark for monitoring progress and
prioritizing actions in terms of creating a more resilient
AFP.
Developing a Climate Change Adaptation and
Mitigation Roadmap for the AFP is also vital since
climate change and its accompanying hazards have
significant impacts on the infrastructure and operations
of the military. The AFP should follow suit with other
military institutions in many other countries that have
already recognized that climate change affects everyone
and that their facilities and infrastructure are in the
same way exposed to the dangers of climate change
which may result to mission vulnerabilities.
Conducting Climate and Disaster Risk Assessment
on AFP installations is also imperative especially since
there is an absence of AFP-wide and integrated initiative
to identify the effects of climate change and disaster
impacts on the AFP. This assessment should include the
use of specific measures and integrated initiative to
identify the effects of climate change and disaster
impacts on the AFP. This assessment should include the
use of specific metrics and science-based data. Not even
a baseline survey to assess the risks of all its military
installations has been undertaken to date despite the
fact that disaster impacts to military installations have
been experienced in varying degrees over the past
years. This exposes the AFP and its facilities to
unforeseeable risks wherein the institution may not
even be capable of dealing with. The lack of such
assessment makes credible planning for different
disaster scenarios difficult, if not impossible.
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Another relevant recommendation would be to
develop an AFP Climate and Disaster Resilience Toolkit
that would address the issue of lack of a deeper
understanding between Climate Change and Disaster
Risks and National and Human Security. The toolkit
would also address the concerns that were raised
regarding the limited reach of a comprehensive learning
experience on these vital issues across the ranks of the
AFP. In addition this toolkit shall also address the need
for improvement on the quality and depth of knowledge
being imparted since many of the information are just
acquired by the AFP through the internet
Incorporating CCAM and DRRM in institutions in
key guidance and planning documents like the AFPTR
and Defense Planning Guidance will also be crucial in
achieving climate change resiliency within the AFP.
Given that the AFPTR is geared towards capability
development and professionalization of all ranks, the
inclusion of resiliency building as an element of
capability development would not only be relevant but
would also address the strategic nature of the AFPTR.
The AFP has been and will always be there when
the Filipino People are in need. But in order to carry
out its duties to the country more effectively especially
in times of calamities, the AFP must work towards
raising the visibility of climate change in its policies,
especially in AFPTR. Climate change must be put into
consideration in the formulation of the AFP’s resilience
plan and not just in the context of assisting other
agencies and the general public. A resilient AFP is a more
effective AFP, thus, it must be also able to look after
itself and address shortcomings in terms of institutional
resiliency first so that it may perform its HADR
operations, one of its many duties, more efficiently.
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By Prof. Rosalie Arcala Hall

This article focuses on what it means to be a
woman in a male-dominated organization such
as the military in the Philippines, and more
specifically a Muslim woman in a Christiandominated Army. It draws on the larger findings
of a research project funded by the East Asian
Development Network (EADN) which examined
patterns of recruitment, training, placement,
advancement and work experiences of female
Army and Police personnel in three collocated
Army infantry units in Mindanao.1 It probes the
findings gleaned from that wider study on female
soldiers (43 Army officers and enlisted personnel)
and zooms in on a subset of 11 Muslim enlisted
women among them.

Source: Philippine Army

Being a Woman Inside a Male-Dominated
Workplace
Because Army recruitment is largely
decentralized, the 10% female recruitment
ceiling is often subject to less liberal
interpretations than desirable by the respective
human resource officers in the recruiting unit.
For enlisted personnel recruitment, this
maximum is never met on grounds that the
frontline units’ primary need is combat skills.
Traditional views that women are better for
administrative and related secretarial work, for
which there is lesser need among frontline units,
militate against going for the maximum, as
gleaned in these comments by a male personnel

This article was originally published by the author with the same title in Res Militaris Special ERGOMAS Issue in 2 Women in the Military
(February 2016)
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officer: Because we decide the female quota,
what we do is ask various units first how many
do they need. At headquarters, we categorize
them by skill. For example, we ask how many
female computer programmers they want. If they
say 50, we give them 50. (If they say) 50 enlisted
women for combat we can’t. If the commander
thinks differently and asked for 50 women as
[undifferentiated] personnel, why not...many of
the women are personnel secretary at the Army
headquarters. Enlisted women don’t fight, they
are an administration resource.
While there are no specific rules against
female Army personnel serving in combat or
combat support roles, it remains that most of
them are typically in administrative and technical
positions at the division, brigade and battalion
headquarters. In the Army, a mixed gender
composition is very rare in field/ tactical units
because of selective posting. The women are so
few at the battalion level (EW2-4 and officers)
and even rarer still at the company level. This is
largely due to the respective unit commanders’
preferences. The practical imperatives associated
with having females during operations is a
concern for commanders: Females in operations
is a problem because of hygiene and sanitation.
If for example, the operations is one week, of
course not all places you go to have a toilet...you
can’t just have women go wherever, specially if
she has monthly period…that’s a problem for the
commander. Hence, where they are deployed,
they must have facilities.
From the point of view of females, the Army
as a government employment option is
comparatively less attractive than the police.
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Army training is considered more rigorous; the
likelihood of getting into the Army is lower given
their below-ceiling recruitment practice (unlike
the police where the 10% female quota is legally
mandated); recruiting units can be redeployed
in another place. But once at the application
stage, the females endure humiliating encounters
with the military organization that is often not
gender-sensitized in its practices. Many women
who participated in the FGD for the research
shared the memory that their worse experience
during the application process was the physical
examination requiring full nudity and cavity
(vaginal or anal) search. Some were attended by
male doctors (assisted by female nurses) ; others
were by female doctors.12 The procedure, what
it entails and the purpose behind it were never
explained to them fully by the medical workers
beforehand. As a result, the respondents were
in various states of shock when they were told
to strip and bend over. Says a female Army officer
who was a Philippine Military Academy graduate:
That [cavity search] really happened... if you
refuse, you will not pass the exam. You
strengthen your will...because it is a requirement
to know if you had previously given birth. So
there, you have to strip like you were some
slaughtered animal.
The Army features the same training
regimen for male and female recruits. With the
exception of the MNLF all-female integree batch,
all females go through the requisite training (4
years at the Philippine Military Academy ; 6
months Basic Training for Enlisted Army
Personnel and Officer Candidates) in mixedgender intakes. Except for billeting facilities
which are separate, the males and females go
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through the same physical activities and
hardships. This requirement for rigorous physical
activities transforms the female applicants’
notion of femininity. Most of the FGD participants
in fact admitted to being “kikay” (a female who
is conscious of her looks) before they entered the
service. Going through the pre-entry training
changed their behavioural disposition and
physical appearance radically. First, there is the
regulation haircut and the standard issue. The
female applicants’ hair had to be cut short like
the men; as to how short it will be (a few inches
above the ear or close crop) varied considerably.
Standard issues (white shirt, battle gear, combat
boots, socks) are the same, except that women
are given sanitary napkins. The training process
as explained to them is designed to eliminate
their “civilian” disposition. But for many the
transformation of their physical appearance and
the seeming loss of their feminine aspects was
necessary. Among female trainees in the
Philippine Military Academy, the pressure to be
manly was ever present, yet evokes reflections
as well on the persistent habit of male cohorts
to treat them like their female kins : In my
analysis, for example in the field, you can’t risk
showing your feminine side. If your voice is not
whole, you are going to be teased : it’s a sign of
weakness. That’s why I tried to change my voice
even before going into PMA. My classmates in
College even remarked my voice has changed. It’s
rather unpleasant to shout “forward march.” A
classmate inquired if I was a tomboy or lesbian. I
wasn’t offended by the question because I did
not mingle freely with the males. But it’s a
question of respect if you appear lame.
Personally, I had to transform because that’s part
of gaining respect, to transform into a male. I

previously thought the PMA is the most genderbiased organization. I feel insulted if say, walking
on a special road, my male classmate tells me
not to proceed to one area and gets himself into
the danger zone in my stead. It’s insulting to me
and the same time flattering because here is a
male colleague appreciating me as a woman even
if I look like trash. But my feeling insulted
overpowers the other emotion; I feel insulted
because my classmates think I can’t defend
myself. It is so different when you’re in training.
There the expectation is so strong for you to
prove yourself that you can do it even if you’re a
female. When you are out of training, you change
your perspective. I had a culture shock in learning
that it’s different in the Army. Most Army units
are not that gender-sensitive yet. Others treat
women special, as needing protection ; in PMA,
you’re a woman, so go. I was surprised being in
the Army because they cultivate the female’s
sense of helplessness. The expectation [is] that
you are a female, therefore you’ll always be like
that.
Sexuality is de-emphasized in the training
environment given the physical unattractiveness
of the trainees and the tight regimen they are
put through, leaving hardly any time for
socialization. But despite these, the close
quarters inside the training camp and the
numerical rarity of the females generate
femininity-affirming dynamics. The Army has
explicit rules banning open romantic liaisons and
physical engagements between the male/ female
trainees and trainers. For instance, there were
explicit rules against males touching the female
trainees or even entering/ inspecting the female
quarters. Although there is a ban against open
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romantic liaisons, it is a fact that a good number
in the training batches produced couples who
eventually married after completion. Many were
illicit couples who “took life” actions – meaning
risked being caught. Flirtation and courtship
transpired inside the training camp, albeit
discreetly as such was not allowed. Staying close
together in public or going out on an illicit
rendezvous were subject to clear sanctions. The
females in particular were aware of the danger
of engaging in sex, getting pregnant and how that
will strike out their chance to finish the training
programme.
Regardless, the relations between male and
female members of the Army reflect enduring
biases and misperceptions. Because of an existing
rule meting discharge to a female found pregnant
during training or out of wedlock, military
educational institutions are understandably
worried about how such an occurrence will
backfire on their public image. Yet the obvious
patriarchal nature of this differential treatment
(singling out females but not males) is not readily
seen. Says a male officer : The Filipino values are
still there...in Western societies, when a female
cadet is caught in an intimate situation, there is
only slight demerit. Here if a cadette is caught
sleeping with another cadette, you’re in serious
trouble. If it was made known, the media will
have a feast. There was a female cadette who
made love to another cadette... they didn’t do it
inside the camp but their liaison bore fruit. This
is a violation of the rules. They kept it secret, but
during an exercise she had a miscarriage. Who is
responsible for this? Ultimately, it is the PMA.
With male cadets, it’s ok as long as he is not
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married and there’s no complaint. It’s a different
case with a woman who has a child out of
wedlock. Since females were allowed in the army,
the lives of soldiers have become more
complicated. You can’t forbid people who love
each other... they can be sweethearts but they
can’t be pregnant.
Army women (officers and enlisteds alike)
wear battle gear /camouflage and boots on a
regular basis, wear no make-up or perfume and
by regulation, are tasked to keep their hair at
nape length. This stark difference in appearance
is not lost to some female Army officers who
lament that they seem to have forgotten what
it’s like to be feminine in the course of their job.
When queried, none of the female soldiers
have heard of a sexual harassment case, although
they knew of some males who are harassers.
Rather than pursuing official action, they instead
talked about how not to attract sexual
harassment and how to cope in those situations.
The female Army officers say that the ethos of
respectful officers in general give them more
leverage over enlisted men in their troops.
Precisely because there are so few female
officers and enlisteds downloaded to frontline
units, dynamics in the troops are visibly different
when there’s a female in their midst. Among the
FGD participants who had been in this position,
they admit being uncomfortable by the special
treatment accorded by their male commanding
officer. Because of the billeting requirement,
often the females are given their own rooms/
toilet within the same makeshift building where
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the commander has his quarters. They are also
“invited” to share meals with the commander
and officers, a practice not usually extended to
enlisted men. While without malice and seen as
fatherly gestures, says two enlisted women who
were posted in a company : You’re gone for a
second and our commanding officer starts
looking for us...even at meal times, once he sits
down, the two of us (enlisted women) must be
there with him. Even worse now that the two
female officers have gone on schooling. During
morning formation and the officers are about to
eat, they ask for us to go ahead and eat first and
not to join the formation (for enlisted personnel).
Our CO’s quarter is different from ours, he has

his own toilet/ bath. Our [own] is outside the
building, and we are the only ones who use it. If
there are guests, they use our toilet. Our room is
beside our CO’s room. Sometimes, you’re gone
5 minutes and immediately you’re paged. Worse
so now...I have to text my CO to tell him where I
am going. We are treated differently… I sense
that even though he is not giving me orders or
making me do senseless errands, my CO just
wants to see me there all the time. I often think
to myself, “what am I [doing] in this
organization?”.
While the Army’s policy affirms equal
treatment between male and female personnel
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when it comes to promotion, there remain
significant barriers. Female Army personnel’s
near absence of combat/ field experience make
them less competitive vis-a-vis their male
counterparts in vying for promotion.
Compounding this are family concerns which
limit female officers’ mobility in posting (service
rotation between Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao
is valued by the Army) ; often, their family
situation does not make them amenable to
postings (which can last for 2-3 years) away from
their family. Male officers by contrast are
generally more mobile : their families rarely
move with them in the advent of re-posting to
another island or province. This dilemma is ever
present among female officers who have children
: I have talked to my husband...our children our
more important to us now that they’re still little.
We do have time together during Christmas, for
he understands that I want something to happen
with my career path. But it’s really difficult as a
mother, it’s really difficult to want a career... what
will happen to the children ? In consideration of
your family, you spend money on [prepaid mobile
phone] load...communication is most
important… that’s how it works for us but it’s
really tough. The first adjustment was with my
first baby...I had to bring her to the battalion,
which was at Pampanga at that time...so
whatever my baby needs, SM [department] store
is nearby. But what if I give birth to another child
and I’m posted in an area that ’s not as
organized?

Being a Muslim Female in the Army
If 1% of the military are women, the
proportion of these servicewomen who are
Muslims and belong to the various ethno-
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linguistic tribes in Mindanao stands little chance
of reflecting their proportion in the general
population. This is not surprising given the fairly
conservative outlook among Muslims regarding
the appropriate roles of women (in the home).
The decades of conflict in Mindanao also meant
that Muslim women (and men) are also least
likely to have completed secondary-level
education, which is required for entry as an Army
enlisted woman. Between the Army and Police,
the latter is generally seen as a more attractive
option for Muslim women. In fact, many of the
Muslim women included in the FGD admitted
choosing to join the integration program in the
Police first, rather than the Army.
The discussions to follow draw upon the
responses of the 11 Muslim enlisted women
among the 43 Army FGD participants.13 When
asked about their motivation and why they
considered applying for the profession, many
revealed the undue influence of their adult male
family members (fathers, uncles) in pressuring
them to apply. The “male influence” is expected
given that they were recruited through a special
commission – that is, they were recommended
as “proxies” for ex-combatant male relatives who
were given “slots” as part of the peace
agreement package between the MNLF and the
Philippine government.14 Some got in through
male relatives who are “insiders” in the process
but were not necessarily given a slot.
Although many have been cadets/officers in
military educational organizations (like Citizen
Army/Military Training or the Reserve Officer
Training Corps), they have not been raised in
conservative families. Four admitted to wearing
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tandong (veil) pre-entry and even after they
started serving as soldiers; three said they wear
tandong sometimes (during family gatherings)
but always don long pants and long-sleeved
blouses; some admitted wearing regular clothes
(short and short-sleeved t-shirts). But as many
were recruited in their late teens or early 20s,
their parents’ opinion appears to have played a
critical role in their final decision to push through
with their application. Some parents were
opposed; others encouraged them to apply as
having a family member in the Army is a source
of prestige: My father encouraged me to enter
the army. My brother is a soldier. When I
graduated from high school, I wished to study.
But our family finances [were] insufficient so my
mother suggested for me to find a job. The timing
was good because there was the first batch of
females for the integration programme. My
father told me to just become a soldier and that
I could go to school once I am already inside. My
father remarked “why should I become a soldier
when I could very well earn a living without being
one ?” He suggested I work in the Provincial
Capitol instead since he is already a board
member. I didn’t go home for one week. After
that, my mother cried. She told my father to just
give me what I want because she’s worried about
what might happen to me. I really wanted to be
a soldier because my brother is also one and also
some other relatives.
Of the 11 subjects, only two categorically
expressed that they wanted to be soldiers. For
many, they applied because they wanted a job
or considered a career in the Army as providing
better job security than the private sector. Others

were lukewarm at the idea and simply tried their
“luck.” These responses are indicators that as a
career option, being a soldier is not that
attractive to Muslim females, except as a paid
and stable occupation.
How I was recruited, I was still a fresh college
graduate. I couldn’t get a job so my uncle tried
to get me in as an MNLF integree. My slot was
my Uncle’s quota. I liked it because I couldn’t find
another job.
The integration slots were just “tickets”
leading to a series of physical endurance,
neuropsychiatric and medical tests, and a final
panel interview, which qualified them as
candidates.15 A lot of young Muslim females
exercised their own initiative in seeing to it that
the required papers are filled in and submitted.
In the experience of many Muslims with the
integration project, having your name in the list
is never a guarantee that you can get in. Many
turned up at the recruiting stations in
Maguindanao, far more than the quota of 7
females (out of a total of 109 recruits) per
Division that had been announced. 16 Below are
examples of such recruitment narratives : I was
the one who got my NBI clearance... all my papers
but it was my uncle who got me in, he
recommended my name. But I didn’t get mine
right away because there were so many others
with the same name as mine.” My auntie’s
husband was a member of the MNLF processing
team but he did not have a quota himself. He
told me he’ll put my name in the list and that I
should try to get in. Others already had their
papers ready; me, I only had my birth certificate
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but it wasn’t National Statistics Office-certified...
I was the last. So I rushed my papers.
The 28 female Muslim soldier-candidates (14
Tausug and 14 Maguindanawons) were trained
in two separate batches (one all-female, the
other mixed) which featured both male and
female trainers. They were made to wear shorts
and shirts (for athletics), although some of the
more conservative applicants were allowed to
wear long cycling pants underneath their shorts.
As narrated, their training process observed
policy-prescribed restricted male-female
interaction, with male trainers prohibited from

physically touching them (though they could be
“paddled”, or hit with a stick) and off-limits to
their barracks except during announced
inspection during which they must be
accompanied by a female trainer. The Muslim
female trainees were billeted on the top floor of
the building while the male recruits occupied the
first three. They acknowledged that the male
trainers treated them more lightly than the
female trainers.17 Some informal “hazing” took
place which strongly challenged these Muslim
women’s view about their bodies. Even inside
their barracks, they were not treated to any
privacy : bathrooms and toilets are common,

Source: Sun News Online
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which at any rate they couldn’t use regularly nor
leisurely because they were always subjected to
strict time counts (e.g. 10 counts to use the toilet
or bathe) or given only a small amount of water.
But the training also accommodated their
religious specificities by serving only halal food
for their meals and giving them one hour prayer
time on Fridays (sambayang).18 There was no
separate mosque for Muslim women at the camp
during that period : a private worship space was
made available for them in another building.
During their scout and jungle training, the food
for 2 Tausug females were also separated
because they are not allowed to eat fresh water
fish.
Six of the 11 female Muslim integrees were
posted in companies, battalions or task forces out
in the field in makeshift billeting – either a
separate hut to share with other female buddies
or separate quarters and bath/toilet in the same
building as their commanding officers. Being the
only female or one of a few in this environment
generates a certain level of anxiety for the
women: When you’re the lone female in the
battalion like me, my main problem is the toilet/
bath. Before I bathe, I inspect the area to make
sure no male is peering on me.
While they did not mind being posted
anywhere geographically, they did have a
preference for Division or Brigade headquarters.
They had no aversion to being posted in a combat
area for they believed it is part of their job; in
fact, most of them are currently assigned to
battalion-level units and many of them have been
in conflict situations or have done field security
detail where the threat level is high.19

For the Muslim women, there are clear-cut
boundaries in their relations with their male
colleagues and superiors, especially when it
comes to physical proximity and conversations
that are tinged with lewdness. The dynamics of
relationships with male cohorts therefore
depend very much on conveying the message
that they are “respectable” Muslim women
observing these behavioural boundaries: You
need to show a man that you are a respectable
person because if they see that you are an easy
girl, they’ll just overpower you...Respect comes
from you or you need to do the right thing
because it’s tough to mingle with men. In an
organization,
people
have
different
attitudes...green jokes can’t be avoided. Me, I
don’t like being at the receiving end of those
kinds of jokes... I don’t like it when they make
their feelings known to me. Enlisted men couldn’t
just come near us or be in close proximity ; they
know it’s taboo for us. They don’t force us to
drink or dance during socials because they know
we are Muslims. Optional only, if you like it.
Four FGD respondents who earlier said they
were brought up as conservative Muslims before
joining the Army point to important changes in
their lifestyle. They have adapted to the clothing
and demeanour demanded by their job. Still
some point to the inherent tension between how
they ’re behaving as soldiers and the
requirements of their Muslim faith : The veil was
gone as well as the 5-times a day prayer when I
became a soldier...I couldn’t do those anymore
because I’m on duty. Sometimes, we are detailed
as usherettes, serving Christians. We are not
allowed to dress up according to our customs.
We adopt their customary dress because that’s
how we are trained.
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It was obvious that the Muslim women had
more trouble adjusting to Army life than the
other set of FGD participants. The Army requires
women members to subscribe to certain social
behaviour which a woman brought up as Muslim
may find disconcerting, such as manner of
dressing. Only a few expressed a strong desire to
cross ranks and become an officer. When queried
whether they’ll stay put and build a career, many
said they don’t plan to. A number said they will
quit the Army (a) upon marriage ; (b) once they
pay up their salary loan ; (c) or when they acquire
license to practice another profession (e.g.
teaching).
In sum, the Muslim female soldiers have
come into the profession because they originate
from families who already have male members
in the armed services (Police or Army) or have
sufficient family connections to enable them to
get coveted slots for entry. While they come from
relatively less strict backgrounds of upbringing
in the Muslim faith (not surprising given that they
are Maguindanawons and Tausugs), their male
kin (fathers, brothers, uncles) bore influence on
their decision to enter the forces. Regardless,
their entry spelled fundamental changes in their
outward appearance, many totally abandoning
conservative clothing (and the ubiquitous veil or
tandong). Like other female soldiers, many were
motivated by the prospect of having a secure job
and salary, yet somehow they do not see
themselves remaining in the organization for the
long haul. Because of their numerical rarity, they
face serious challenges when posted in the field.
For the lone female in a platoon or company,
there is pressure to establish boundaries
between themselves and the enlisted male
soldiers. Some find it even more difficult to assert
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themselves vis-à-vis their male officers who may
take a patronizing stance on their presence.

Conclusion
The Philippine military has made progressive
changes in its recruitment, admission, training,
assignment and in-service policies that make the
institution more accessible to women. The
impetus for such changes were largely external
(legal mandates) to which the military as a
government institution could not but comply.
Among these changes were the opening up of
commissions and entry to the academy of female
applicants, the recategorization from auxiliary to
enlisted women (equalizing training and
advancement paths in the process), the opening
up of specialties and occupations to women, and
equal treatment between male and female
soldiers in terms of marriage and maternity
requirements. Recruitment under the MNLF
integration programme was also opened to
women for the first time, leading to the entry of
young Muslim women into the profession.
Despite these gains, roadblocks remain
owing to the decentralized recruitment practices
and commander discretion on hiring, which
mitigate against going for the maximum 10%
recruitment ceiling for women per unit.
Commander discretion in terms of assignments
also leads to fewer female enlisteds and officers
being downloaded to field units. Many
commanders prefer not to have females in their
units given the requirement for separate billeting
and facilities their presence entails; if they do
have female personnel, they would rather assign
them administrative tasks at the headquarters
rather than operational roles in the field.
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The experiences of women inside the armed
forces document how they assimilate to the
institution’s masculine culture. Despite
emotional discomfort from the physical
examination, they proceed because they worry
about failing the recruitment process. The
physicality demanded by the training and the
expectations to do as well as their male cohorts
create pressure to be manly in appearance, to
suppress their femininity, and to refrain from
appearing weak. The women’s concern about
their sexuality (getting pregnant) parallels the
commanders’ worry that having female cadets/
trainees getting pregnant and dropping off
adversely affects the institution’s image. Because
there are so few of them, Philippine women
soldiers become tokens, with individual success/
failure taken in as representative of their entire
group. The women do not admit to harassment
in their workplace but are aware of cases. As
the military has not institutionalized gendersensitive training and mechanisms to process
complaints at that point, the women instead
focus on their own strategies not to attract
harassment and to cope with it if it occurs. The
women also admit to special treatment received
by officers and commanders although, for the
most part, being at the receiving end of such
attention and protectiveness makes them feel
uncomfortable.
Regardless of varying modalities of entry into
the Army, steady employment and educational
benefits are key motivational factors among the
women. Often these motivations are articulated
as personal desire for advancement and also as
a way to help their families and communities. For
Muslim women, choosing the Army for
employment sets them apart from many of their

age cohorts. This choice does not appear unusual
given their predominantly military family
background. They are mostly Police and Army
brats who have a level of familiarity with the
nature of the job and who understand the
potential for upward social mobility in this kind
employment (more so than is the case with
civilian jobs, which in Mindanao tend to change
depending on the political dispensation). Not
surprisingly, more initially preferred to join the
Police due to a combination of assured quota/
slots generating the impression that it is less
tough to get in, the prospect of local posting, and
physical fitness outfits that cover their legs and
arms. However, the accommodation of their
special dietary needs and religious obligations
(allowing them to worship and giving them
special dispensation during Ramadan) during
training undoubtedly eased their transition into
the organization. Because they are posted in
Mindanao-based units, their male colleagues and
officers are more attuned to Muslim customs
which gives the women greater “breathing
space” when it comes to expectations in malefemale relationships.
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AMENDING RA 7077:
THE RESERVIST ACT

Source: www.wingatchalian.com

By COL ERIK MIGUEL ESPINA PA (RES) MNSA

By Prof. Rosalie Arcala Hall
I have been a Reservist Officer of the Philippine Army
since 1995, privileged to have served under various units.
I began my military service with the 131st Infantry
Division (Reserve) then moved to the pre-eminent and
awarded Psy-Ops Group under Reservist Colonel Eligio Ma.
Santos Based in Fort Bonifacio, before the government
decided real estate developing and condominiums took
precedence.

I also served several Deputy Chief of Staffs for Reservist
& Retiree Affairs when the office was designated as J-10;
and as Colonel under the Civil Affairs Group, with my last
assignment the Technical & Administrative Service Brigade.
Both units are under the AFP Reserve Command.
In those modest years advancing in the ranks even to
this day, I recollect the staunch voices from the Regular and
Reservist families advocating for the strengthening of the
Reserve Force capability of the Armed Forces, capitalizing

This article was originally published by the author with the same title in NDCP. Katiwasayan Journal (August 2013).
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on the “sense of volunteerism” of many individuals from
various backgrounds. This, to cut cost reaping the bonus of
enhancing national security while bolstering the internal and
external defense posture of the country.
Many names merit mention, but space limits two. As
a captain on unit visit to Davao City, I graciously recall
Reservist Air Force Major Gonzalo Barcia. An officer, more a
gentleman, who among the many personal services
rendered every time the brass would arrive, lent his planes
for serious PAF missions, which discretion, I will not disclose.
Maj. Barcia was also instrumental in the donation of several
hectares of property for the Air Force. He was finally
promoted to Lieutenant Colonel at bedside before passing.
With Republic Act 7077 enabled by Congress, better
known as the “Reservist Law” on June 27, 1991, a scan of
the impact of said legislation yields one name - the late Major
General Neon Ebuen, former J-10, who with forthrightness,
more temerity, explained to a more senior host: “We cannot
continue abusing the Reservists without promoting them.”
To him goes the credit for the approval of the Table of
Organizations and Equipment (TO&E) of all Reservist Units
and their 0-7 Positions (Brigadier-General). Currently, there
are eight Reservist Generals in various branches of service.
Revisiting RA 7077 yields to a compulsion for amending
the law limited to three provisions: 1) the definition of a
Citizen Armed Force (CAF); 2) SEction 50, the Organization
for Maintenance and Administration of the Reserve Force;
and 3) Article VI, the Manpower DEvelopment (e.g. Sec. 14,
16, 18-20 etc.) to expedite legislative passage and
substantive reforms.
Congress must reconsider its definition of CAF as one
and the same of an AFP Reservist. Put logically, a Reservist
may be part and parcel of the CAF; but it is not the single
component therein as originally conceived by a timeline in
historical perspective or of the framers of this present
Constitution.
Andres Bonifacio in 1896 said that “if this country is in
danger, and she needs defending, forsaken are the children,
the wife, the parents, the brothers and sisters at the
country’s beck and call.” From Emilio Aguinaldo to Manuel
Quezon, “...citizens are obliged to the nation’s defense.”
Remember the citizen “guerillas” in World War II? The
constitutional intent (raised at 11:23 am on September 30,
1986) is defined by Commissioner De Castro in crafting
Article 16, Section 4, regarding the dual composition of the
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AFP as that of Citizen Armed Force and a Regular Force.
He said: “We are putting in here a flagship provision
for the Armed Forces. When we speak of Citizen Armed
Force...it is the whole citizenry of the Philippines which is
the Armed Forces of the Philippines.”
Amending Section 50 is crucial to effect “cultural”
reform and serious structural performance. If the mandate
of Art XVI Sec. 4 of the 1987 Constitution is to be duly
regarded, the present Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Reservist & Retiree Affairs j-9 should be elevated to a second
Vice Chief of Staff for Citizen Armed Force & Reservist
Development.
The current focus of J-9 is a de-emphasized version of
gargantuan assignment mandated by the Constitution to
prepare the “entire citizenry” (not just Reservists) for a
“people’s defense” of the State.
Further, the present structure and policy is
disproportional. It is a disservice to the provision and spirit
of the Charter, as supported by positive and heavy legal,
historical, political reference.
Finally, Sections in Article VI have not been
implemented regarding the “Compulsory Military
Registration (18-25 years old) and Training. An alternative
and more feasible approach would be to establish
nationwide, respective on-site, Provincial AFP Reservist
Disaster Mitigation and Civil Defense Units, initially at
Company size, then Battalion size.
We should also start exploring the viability of local
government funding for the training and development of
the graduates of the National Training Service Program
(NSTP) as volunteer CAF Auxiliary, with the Declaration of
Principles and State Policies, Article II Sec. 4 as justification
but supervised by the nearest AFP Regular Unit.
Uwah!
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UNDERSTANDING ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT:
CREATING VALUE FOR THE ARMY’S STRATEGY
MANAGEMENT EXECUTION PROCESS
By LTC MIGUEL L RAMON GSC (INF) PA
According to the Risk Practitioners Guide to ISO
31000 - 2018, a management system is a set of policies,
processes, and procedures undertaken by an
organization or enterprise to ascertain its capability to
achieve the tasks required to accomplish its objectives.
These objectives cover a wide area within the
organization including aspects of strategy, policy,
people, tactics, operations, deliverables, and
compliance. Incorporating these sets of management
systems allows the organization to improve the quality
and consistency of its products and services.

Formalized management systems are of great
importance for large organizations such as the
Philippine Army. They provide defined and
documented processes that would look into internal
processes of the organization. This gives room for
areas of improvement as it also allows the auditing
of the processes. Formalized processes such as
published standards like ISO 31000 are key in the
development of an organization’s management
systems (Figure 1).

Figure 1: ISO 31000 Risk Management Model
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Brought about by allegations defacing its
reputation as the protector of the people, the Philippine
Army has been embarking on a journey of selfimprovement since 2010. This journey, called the Army
Transformation Roadmap or ATR, is anchored on
Harvard’s Doctor Kaplan and Norton’s Performance
Governance System. Said system was introduced by the
Institute for Solidarity in Asia (ISA) and was deeply
rooted in good governance as the key to a real
transformation for an organization. The process involves
three key foundations namely: Governance Charter
Identification, Strategy Map Formulation, and

Governance Scorecard Development. The process of
attaining the measures and targets for every strategic
objective identified is encapsulated in the Strategy
Execution Management Process or SEMP. The SEMP
virtually runs the whole ATR Strategy. Programs and
Strategy Review, as part of the SEMP, provides for the
monitoring and oversight of the progress of the ATR
execution. Moreover, as a result of adaptation of the
PGS, the Army Governance Pathway (AGP) was
established. It is a process consisting of five (5) stages:
Initiation, Compliance, Proficiency, Institutionalization,
and Re-certification (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Army Governance Pathway
Since its inception in 2010, the ATR has achieved
significant milestones on its journey towards realizing
the Army vision – a world-class Army that is a source of
national pride. Significant to this is its attainment of the
PGS Status in 2014, the conferral of the Islands of Good
Governance Seal in 2015, and lately the Palladium
Balanced Scorecard Hall of Fame Award in 2018.
However, despite these achievements, the organization
still has a long journey ahead to 2028; as pointed by Mr.
David McMillan of the Palladium Group, Risk
Management is the Philippine Army’s weakest element
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when executing the Execution Premium Process (XPP)
of the Kaplan and Norton Strategy Execution Framework.
This article looks at Enterprise Risk Management
(ERM) as an added value proposition to the Strategy
Management Execution Process by articulating the
need for such and the reasonable assurance it provides
towards the attainment of strategic objectives.
Moreover, the realization of a risk-aware culture across
the organization will ensure that constant attention on
prevention of issues is practiced along the course of
strategy execution.
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Needless to say, there is a need to establish the
necessity of ERM, provide a definition to understand
what risk management is all about, and discuss its value
to the Army organization.
The current global dynamics have exposed
organizations to increasing volatility, uncertainty,
complexity, and ambiguity (VUCA). In the everincreasing number of risks that present-day
organizations face, board members and staffs must be
ready to adapt to rapid and unexpected changes. Those
who run the organization must think strategically on
how to address the VUCA dimensions that will affect
their organization. Even the success of their enterprise
can bring the risk of unexpected high demand or
inconsistency in quality brought by the sudden increase
of production volume. This could create a strain in
finances as the business struggles to maintain its
momentum.
Undeniably, the Philippine Army must be more
mindful of its position so as to avoid situations where
unexpected events cause financial losses, disruption to
normal operations, damage to reputation, and loss of
stakeholder support. Present day stakeholders expect
that organizations such as the Philippine Army will take
full responsibility of the risks that result to noncompliance of statutory obligations, legal laws, office
policies, disruption, and inefficiency within operations,

late delivery of projects and products, or failure to
achieve goals set in their strategy. It is notable that for
the moment, third party surveys put the Philippine
Army Net Trust Rating at +79 and Net Satisfaction Rating
at +75. These results show the organization enjoying
an excellent nationwide rating. The data is further
validated by findings from the 2019 Executive Outlook
Survey of the Makati Business Club where the AFP in
general was hailed as one of the top ten performing
agencies with an outstanding 78.7% satisfaction rating.
The AFP is the only non-economic organization to
acquire such results. However, in such successes lies
the challenge of sustainability.
The Committee Of Sponsoring Organizations
(COSO) of the Treadway Commission for its part in its
2017 updated published document, now entitled
Enterprise Risk Management – Integrating with
Strategy and Performance, emphasizes that both the
strategy-setting process and driving performance are
equally important. Once the organization’s strategy is
determined, Enterprise Risk Management provides a
valuable way for the management to perform its role
with the assurance that risks are considered and that
the strategy is responsive to them. Applying Enterprise
Risk Management develops trust and confidence from
the stakeholders knowing that the risks are being
addressed (Figure 3).

Figure 3: COSO Risk Treatment Model
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In finding a definition for ERM, the Institute of
Internal Auditors - Philippines (IIA-P) states that ERM
is a process for managing risks applied across the
enterprise, designed to increase the likelihood of
achieving objectives through the improved
identification of threats, and effective allocation and
use of resources for risk treatment. Moreover, the
2006 Risk Management Guide of the US Department
of Defense also states that risk management is an
overarching process that encompasses identification,
analysis, mitigation, and monitoring of risks. It
involves the application of resources to mitigate
potential risks (root causes) and their consequences
(effects). Hence, risk management is a continuous
process applied throughout the life cycle of a certain
program affected by the program managers or
organization (Enterprise) board members and staff
to ensure successful risk reduction and attainment
of the program objectives.
Furthermore, ERM provides an added value when
used in conjunction with an existing strategy. It could
ensure greater chances of achieving the organization’s
goal by anticipating probable risks to the plan and
preparing responses to address such risks, thus making
the strategy responsive, adaptable, and resilient. It
functions as an oversight mechanism encompassing an
internal control and awareness to the different factors
that may affect performance. Therefore, risk
management is a value added tool in strategy
management that could help avert potential losses,
damages, setbacks and increase the chances of success
by improving approaches on managing risks to meet
the demands of an evolving environment.
In 2005, the Australian Department of Defense
published a paper by Gaidow and Boey entitled
Australian Defense Risk Management Framework: A
comparative Study. The study cites the Risk
Management in Defense report published in 2000 by
the Inspector-General on the status of risk management
in the Australian Defense Organization (ADO) with
findings on the need for a “comprehensive, structured,
strategic risk management policy, framework, and
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culture using the top-down and incremental approach.”
It further reinforced the necessity of establishing a risk
management culture by top-level management and
involving all staffs in the training, education, or
awareness of risk management. The report clearly
indicates ADO’s acknowledgement of ERM as an
important strategy management tool that would help
improve performance. It recommends the
establishment of dedicated teams to act as coordinators
responsible for facilitating, promoting, and supporting
risk management programs and functions throughout
the portfolio level.
In a 2017 study made by Ltc Trajano on the
assessment of the AFP Transformation Roadmap
(AFPTR), he cites the disconcerting result of an annual
average performance of only 49.2% in its scorecard.
The paper forecasts a 51.8% performance by 2022,
short of achieving its goal unless interventions are
introduced. Furthermore, the study recommends one
of the interventions to be on ERM capacity building to
ensure higher probability of success in achieving
strategic objectives. Ltc Trajano emphasizes the critical
need to incorporate ERM into the Strategy
Management Process of the AFP Transformation
Roadmap.
In this context, the Philippine Army should realize
by now that applying ERM has actual benefits of
enriching the strategy by considering alternative
courses of actions should conditions change, thus be
able to optimize performance of its Strategy Execution.
In relation to this, if the Philippine Army strategy
execution for base camp 2022, which provides for the
context through the 13 strategic objectives, were to
be subjected to an ERM, it could be assured of a better
outcome at the end of the 2022 basecamp. Starting
with a strategic assessment, the process will generate
the identification risks though a risk assessment
utilizing ISO 31000 as reference. In turn by applying
the COSO model for risk treatment, we can evaluate
each risk to create specific treatment and responses.
The process of ERM would undeniably be an invaluable
tool to ensure strategy success.
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Looking back at McMillan’s findings, the PA has
the lowest scores in the areas of “risk management”
and “test and adopt.” This is due to the current status
of risk management in the said organization; that is,
although an ERM framework has already been
developed, piloting and scaling are yet to commence.
There is a need to develop the ERM strategy
implementation to support the strategy management
execution (Figure 4).

In the Army, ERM can be applied from HPA at the
strategic level subjecting the Strategic Objectives and
program initiatives, to Major Units (PAMUS) at the
operational level campaigns with their Lines of Operations
(LOO’s) and Lines of Efforts (LOE’s), down to the Brigades,
Battalions, companies operation plans and orders and
even squads at the tactical level using Techniques,
Tactics and Procedures (TTP’s) as their treatment
plans. Additionally, individual soldiers can also use ERM
in their personal scorecards to gain better results.

Figure 4: PA SEMP Model with ERM
The operationalization of ERM in the Philippine
Army has been recommended as it will help the
organization ensure the attainment of its strategic
objectives outlined in its series 2017 army strategy map.
The proposition came when the Army drew on what
the evaluator from the Palladium Group had
recommended; more specifically on identifying
strategic risks in addition to compliance and operational
risks, measuring risk in terms of key risk indicators
(KRI’s), managing risk mitigation efforts as a portfolio,
and connecting risk management into the governance
strategy. The customization of ERM in the Philippine
Army has resulted in a Risk Dictionary unique to the
organization. The dictionary classified identified risks

under three main categories: People Risk, Process Risk,
and Policy Risk. The three categories embody main
areas of concern related to the Philippine Army’s case
for change, especially on the Individual, the Systems
and Processes, and Organizational Capability level.
In conclusion, as stated in the COSO-ERM
reference of 2017, all organizations need to set a
strategy to achieve its objectives. This strategy should
be periodically assessed and adjusted so it remains
responsive and relevant. This is done by continuously
being aware of the ever-changing situation (VUCA
environment) that can either threaten or create
opportunities for the organization. To get the best
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possible outcome, the organization needs to subject
its strategy to a process of assessment in order to
identify challenges and opportunities.
The ERM process starts with establishing the
context of the strategy being subjected. It ensures that
the strategy is aligned with the overall charter of the
organization. A misaligned strategy at the very
beginning may increase the likelihood of not achieving
the organization’s mission and vision. The step requires
that managers study the strategy vis-a-vis the
organization’s mission, vision, core values, and core
purpose.
The use of the ISO 31000 Risk Management model
allows the establishment of context as well as the steps
for Risk Assessment. This is the core process of risk
management as it identifies the root causes,
categorization, and determines whether such risk
warrants a response or not. In Risk Treatment, the
Philippine Army utilized the COSO Model for selection
of required response. If the intermediate and root
causes identified will not be subjected to treatment or
any mitigation efforts, it will lead to failure in the
execution of the strategy, hence delaying the
achievement of a strategic objective within the
specified timeline.
Consequently, it is also necessary to understand
that Risk Management is not a mere listing down of
risks. It requires more than just an inventory of risks
considered during the strategy-setting process. Often,
managers think of ERM as mere lists that would affect
the viability of their strategy.

It is understandable that there is reluctance on the
part of those who will be affected by the mainstreaming
of risk management in the Philippine Army’s current
strategy management process. However, the
implementation of risk management should not be
considered as a totally different endeavor but as a key
component of strategy management. Risk management
runs parallel to strategy management in all aspects of
strategy execution. ERM addresses more than internal
controls, it also addresses other topics such as strategy
setting governance, communicating with stakeholders,
and measuring performance. Its principles apply at all
levels of the organization and across all functions. It is
a system of monitoring, learning, and improving
performance.
Indeed, the merits of ERM in the Philippine Army
as a value laden addition to the SEMP is well
established. However, Risk Management is more than
just a function of an office; rather it is a culture that
must be ingrained within the organization. It should
carry a deeper and broader meaning in the capabilities
and practices that the organization carry out and
integrated in their strategy with a purpose of managing
risks and creating opportunities.
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ERM can and be used by all kinds of organizations,
from small businesses to community-based social
enterprises to government agencies to Fortune 500
companies. If an organization has a mission, a strategy,
and objectives – and the need to make decisions that
fully consider risk – then enterprise risk management
can be applied.
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